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Abstract

This paper offers a dynamic theory of bank lending standards with two features. First, bank

screening takes time. Second, the borrower pool is determined endogenously by firm entry.

I show that in booms, banks reduce standards by offering unscreened credit to any borrower,

which results in many low-quality firms entering the pool. In busts, high-quality borrowers

delay borrowing if the average quality of the pool is sufficiently low. If so, banks increase

standards by offering credit only after screening. With that expectation, only high-quality

firms enter the pool. The implied investment fluctuations can be related to macroeconomic

recoveries.
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1 Introduction

Banks play an important role in the economy by allocating funds from savers to borrowers.

One valuable activity is to screen out applicants who do not meet satisfactory lending standards

(Dell’Ariccia and Marquez, 2006; Ruckes, 2004). This paper provides a dynamic theory on how

banks adjust lending standards with the pool of borrowers endogenously determined by firm entry.

By doing so, the theory also has implications on how investments fluctuate over the business cycle

and suggests a link to various macroeconomic recoveries after recessions.

In this paper, bank lending standards include how banks screen borrowers with unknown quality

and whether well-qualified borrowers are credit rationed. Lending standards are low when banks

provide credit immediately to all borrowers without rationing or screening (unscreened credit). By

contrast, lending standards are relatively high when banks only offer credit after carefully screening

borrowers (screened credit). Because screening takes time to accomplish–a key assumption in this

paper–some borrowers are rationed in the sense that they may only receive credit with some delay.

Moreover, the standards are highest when the lending market freezes entirely, such that no one

gets any credit. In other words, banks issue neither screened nor unscreened credit. A second

key assumption is that the pool of loan applicants is endogenously determined by firm entry. Firm

entry refers to the mechanism through which financing conditions naturally select firms of different

quality to enter the credit market. Clearly, these entry decisions depend endogenously on how soon

the entering firms can get financed and if so, at what interest rates. For example, existing studies

have shown credit booms are generally accompanied by a deterioration in the quality of newly

issued credit.1 Empirical research has documented that both bank lending standards and the quality

of new firms are counter-cyclical (Lown and Morgan, 2006; Lee and Mukoyama, 2015; Moreira,

2015; Ates and Saffie, 2014).

Specifically, I introduce a standard adverse-selection problem in the bank-lendingmarket. Firms

are of either high or low quality. They apply for loans from banks who are ex-ante uninformed

of borrowers’ types. Banks can either offer unscreened credit (pooling offers) or screen borrowers

and provide credit after becoming informed. I enrich the standard model along two important

1See Asea and Blomberg (1998) and Lown and Morgan (2006) for bank lending, Greenwood and Hanson (2013)
for the public bond market, and Nanda and Rhodes-Kropf (2013) and Gompers and Lerner (2000) for the venture
capital-backed startups.
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dimensions: (1) It allows for dynamic information production; banks are endowed with time-

consuming screening technology that enables them to learn the true quality of borrowers over

time. Consequently, banks and borrowing firms decide not only the type of loan offer but also the

time to issue or accept it. (2) It endogenizes the average quality of borrowers in the economy–

a key variable that determines equilibria–through the entry decisions of potential entrepreneurs.

In particular, I differentiate between entry and borrowing: whereas the former is defined as

entrepreneurs’ preliminary actions, such as writing business plans and running pilot experiments,

the latter refers to firms actually obtaining financing to produce output.

Upon entry, entrepreneurs may strategically wait rather than borrow immediately. Such waiting

and the resulting delay in investment may be optimal because both the borrower pool changes

endogenously and banks react endogenously. Indeed, the dynamic effects from new borrowers’

entry and bank screening generate a new mechanism through which high-quality borrowers decide

when to invest. To separate the effect of new borrowers’ entry and bank screening, I show the

results in two steps. In the first step, I fix the level of bank screening and show a two-way feedback

exists between new borrowers’ entry and equilibrium borrowing/lending. Specifically, high-quality

borrowers have incentives to wait if they expect the borrower pool to improve, which will be the case

if the marginal quality–the quality of entrepreneurs who are about to enter and start new businesses–

exceeds the average borrower quality of the current borrower pool. This dynamic waiting effect

is the feedback from firm entry to equilibrium borrowing. On the other hand, when high-quality

borrowers decide to wait and hold off borrowing, banks, who do not want to lend to low-quality

borrowers, will never issue unscreened credit offers. With this expectation, low-quality borrowers

will not enter the borrower pool, and thus the pool gets improved. This endogenous entry effect is

the feedback from equilibrium lending to firm entry.

The two-way feedback loop has important implications for how banks adjust their lending

standards and how investment fluctuates over the business cycle. In particular, I show that af-

ter recessions–defined as transitions from high to low levels of investment returns–high-quality

borrowers wait and hold off their borrowing decisions if the average borrower quality is below a

threshold. Intuitively, the cost of waiting (i.e., delaying investment) is low when investment returns

are also low. Meanwhile, the benefit of waiting can be high, because the the borrower pool improves
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over time. During this period, banks only issue credit after screening. Because screening takes

time, investments are postponed and only recover with a delay. In this case, credit quality is high

because only high-quality borrowers may receive finance. If banks were to issue unscreened credit,

only low-quality borrowers would accept it.

In booms–defined as times with high investment returns–the cost of delaying investment is

high, and high-quality borrowers have less incentive to wait. Instead, they accept unscreened credit

offers. Catering to their demand, banks relax lending standards by endogenously issuing these

offers, which means low-quality firms can also receive financing. As a consequence, many low-

quality potential entrepreneurs enter the lending market, and thus the quality of the borrower pool

deteriorates over time. If the boom is large and has persisted for a long time, the average borrower

quality becomes very low. The decline in average quality implies the interest rate on unscreened

credit increases as the boom continues, which further reinforces high-quality borrowers’ incentive

to accept unscreened offers immediately.

The above results are obtained even with a constant level of bank screening. In the second step,

I endogenize screening as a costly decision chosen by banks. Two additional results are obtained.

First, the market could completely freeze, in which case no credit is available to any borrower.

Lending standards are the highest in this case. Second, after economic recessions, investment

recovery can be non-monotonic, such as experiencing a double dip. The mechanism behind these

results is as follows. When the average borrower quality is low, banks endogenously choose no

screening, because the borrower will most likely be of low quality and has no profitable investment

potential. Under no screening, thewaiting benefit arises from the improvement in the borrower pool,

and thus waiting is optimal if the average quality is particularly low (below a threshold). Knowing

they could only attract low-quality borrowers by making unscreened offers, banks decide to not

make them. Such waiting generates a drop in investment–the first dip, during which the lending

market experiences an initial credit freeze. When the average quality increases above this threshold,

high-quality borrowers prefer to take pooling offers, and knowing that, banks will issue these offers.

Therefore, unscreened credit with high interest rates becomes available to any borrower. Intuitively,

terms on unscreened credit have improved moderately due to high-quality firms’ entry, and waiting

for screened credit is too costly, because banks will not screen in the near future. The issuance of
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unscreened credit leads to a temporary rise in investment. However, banks will screen when the

average quality improves sufficiently, because the expected profits from screening exceed the cost.

Expecting this switch soon, high-quality borrowers stop accepting pooling offers a bit earlier and

start to wait again. Such waiting generates another drop in investment–the second dip–during which

the lending market experiences a second credit freeze. Meanwhile, the borrower pool continues to

improve, and eventually, banks start to screen, and screened credit will be issued, leading to a tepid

recovery. Finally, unscreened low-interest credit is available after the average quality increases

further, which accelerates the recovery and leads to the second rise in investment. This story is

precisely characterized by four thresholds in average quality, which delineate the state spaces into

five regions: initial credit freeze, unscreened credit with high interest rates, second credit freeze,

screened credit, and unscreened credit with low interest rates.

This paper contributes to several strands of literature. First, it is most directly related to

the theoretical works on banks’ time-varying lending standards (Ruckes, 2004; Dell’Ariccia and

Marquez, 2006; Figueroa and Leukhina, 2015). My contributions to this literature are as follows.

(1) By extending the setup to a dynamic context with the composition of borrowers endogenously

determined, my paper offers a more coherent framework to study how banks change their lending

standards, how firms of heterogeneous qualities make their borrowing decisions, and how these

choices interact with each other. Moreover, my paper offers macroeconomic implications for

investment recoveries. (2) Although these papers emphasize a selection mechanism through which

lending standards dampen the effect of an aggregate shock,2 my paper shows an amplification

mechanism through which the initial shock may get more persistent. Importantly, this amplification

mechanism only shows up in the dynamic context. (3) Although these papers study the causality

of changes in macroeconomic conditions on bank lending standards, my paper, in accordance with

Rajan (1994), argues that bank lending standards actually create low-frequency business cycles. In

fact, empirical papers (Bassett et al., 2014; Lown and Morgan, 2006; Vojtech et al., 2016) have

shown that bank lending standards can predict macroeconomic variables, including investment and

output.

More broadly, my paper relates to the literature on time-varying credit policies (Bernanke

2The paper by Figueroa and Leukhina (2015) also introduces an amplification mechanism which operates at the
intensive margin. My paper focuses on the extensive margin.
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and Gertler, 1989; Holmstrom and Tirole, 1997; Kashyap and Stein, 2000), which mainly study

variations in credit quantity. In these models, the wealth distribution among heterogeneous agents

is crucial for equilibrium outcomes. My paper shuts down channels related to the net worth of

banks and firms. Instead, it focuses on the composition of the borrower pool that determines the

amount of credit and other equilibrium outcomes. In other words, time-varying credit quality drives

changes in credit quantity. This paper predicts credit quality to be counter-cyclical, as confirmed in

several empirical studies (Becker et al., 2015; Zhang, 2009; Greenwood and Hanson, 2013; Kaplan

and Stein, 1993; Becker and Ivashina, 2014).

Firm births account for a significant portion of aggregate fluctuations in the U.S. economy,

and their initial financing comes mostly from bank debt (Robb and Robinson, 2012; Fracassi et

al., 2016). Consistent with my model’s predictions, business entry is pro-cyclical, whereas entry

quality is counter-cyclical (Lee and Mukoyama, 2015; Moreira, 2015; Ates and Saffie, 2014).

Complementing findings in Cetorelli (2014), my paper introduces a mechanism through which the

prospect of financing affects firm entry.

This paper is–to the best of my knowledge-the first application of an emerging literature on

dynamic adverse selection in banking (Daley and Green, 2012; Zryumov, 2014). Whereas the

theoretical literature typically assumes an exogenous news-arrival process, my paper endogenizes

the sources of news as banks’ screening decisions and also endogenizes banks’ choicee in producing

“news.” The model follows Zryumov (2014), which applies a similar setup to study early-stage

financing and private-equity buyouts. If a model similar to Zryumov (2014) were applied to bank

lending, the implications for investment fluctuations would be different frommy paper. In Zryumov

(2014), recoveries would always be fast, driven by the assumption that low-quality borrowers still

have positive NPV projects. Therefore, separating offers can exist in equilibrium. Specifically,

low-quality firms have access to low-valuation offers that are always available, whereas high-

quality firms wait for high-valuation offers that arrive with a delay. In my paper, the opposite

assumption–low-quality borrowers always have negative NPV projects–eliminates the possibility

of low-valuation offers and drives slow recoveries. A second distinction from Zryumov (2014) is

that the news process is endogenized through bank screening. As a result, my paper can generate

double dips and episodes during which the market completely collapses.
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 lays out the basic elements of the model,

and section 3 defines the equilibrium. Section 4 solves the model in closed form and studies the

implications on bank lending standards and investment fluctuations. Section 5 provides empirical

relevance and discusses the robustness of the model. Finally, section 6 concludes. The Appendix

contains all the proofs.

2 The Model

Borrower Pool

High Low

Banks

Pooling

Screening

Enter

Potential
Entrepreneurs

Do not Enter Investment

Figure 1 Model Overview

In this section, I introduce a continuous-time model with infinite horizons. Figure 1 lays out

the building blocks. The economy is populated with three groups of agents who are risk neutral

and have the same discount rate ρ. Entrepreneurs have private information about the quality of

their projects and need to borrow the entire investment amount from banks. Below, I will use

firm, borrower, and entrepreneur interchangeably. They all refer to agents who are already in the

borrower pool. Banks may issue two types of loan offers. They can either make pooling offers or

screen borrowers and make offers conditional on the screening outcome. The equilibrium depends

crucially on the composition of the borrower pool, which in turn is endogenously determined by

the entry decisions of potential entrepreneurs.

The sequence of events within each period dt is as follows. (1) Aggregate state for investment
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payoffs is realized. (2) Potential entrepreneurs arrive in the economy and decide whether to enter

the borrower pool. (3) Borrowers in the pool play a borrowing game with banks. I will describe

each event below in detail. Players and their strategies will be introduced alongside.

2.1 Aggregate State, Borrowers, and Private Information

Borrowers are wealthless. They each own a project that requires a fixed investment amount I

and produces verifiable output Rt . The output is produced instantaneously upon investment. Rt–the

aggregate state of the economy at time t–follows a Markov switching process with realizations{
Rg, Rb

}
. The heuristic transition probabilities between two states are


1 − χbdt χbdt

χgdt 1 − χgdt

 ,
where χs is the arrival rate of state s. Rg and Rb capture states of the economy with high and low

levels of investment returns. A transition from Rg to Rb can be understood as a recession driven

by either changes in total factor productivity (TFP) or discount rate. Throughout the paper, the

analysis will be based on small transitional probabilities, that is, both χg → 0 and χb → 0.

Firms are of either high or low quality. A simple way to model this heterogeneity is to assume

the amounts of liquidity needed to complete the project are different. In particular, some firms are

hit by a liquidity shock of size l after the initial investment I is made but before the output Rt is

produced. Once hit by this shock, a project can continue only if the borrowing firm finds funds

to defray it; otherwise, the project is liquidated with no value. Below, I refer to those firms with

and without liquidity shocks as low- and high-quality firms, respectively.3 The liquidity shock

is observable but non-verifiable, and its size satisfies l < Rt . Therefore, providing the additional

liquidity is ex-post (after the initial investment I is made) efficient. However, I assume I < Rt < I+l

so that ex ante (before I is made), only financing high-quality entrepreneurs is socially efficient.

3No uncertainty exists in the need for this addition liquidity: low types always need it, whereas high types never
need it. However, I maintain that the name "shock" as the uncertainty still exists from lenders’ perspectives. This
shock is the mirror image of Holmstrom and Tirole (1998), where the problem is to design a mechanism under which
liquidity provision can avoid excessive liquidation to borrowers whose projects have positive NPV.
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Remark Borrower heterogeneity is introduced in a simple and a somewhat non-traditional way to

obtain closed-form solutions for the model. In section 5.2.1, I follow a more conventional approach

by modeling entrepreneurs requiring the same amount of investment to complete the project. In-

stead, they differ in the probability of success. All results go through qualitatively.

Let It be the set of entrepreneurs who are already in the pool at time t. Borrower i ∈ It has two

pieces of private information. First, he knows his time of entry, ti. Second, and more importantly,

he knows whether his project will require the additional liquidity l. Let θ ∈ {h, l} be the type of

project. Below, I refer to a borrower with a type θ project as a type-θ borrower. For the rest of this

paper, I omit the superscript i and only use θ to differentiate borrowers. Omitting the superscript i

is without loss of generality, because in equilibrium, all borrowers of the same type take the same

actions almost everywhere in the state space.

2.2 Firm Entry and Average Quality

Let nh
t and nl

t be the total measure of high-type and low-type borrowers in the pool at time t,

and let Nt = nh
t + nl

t be the total measure of all current borrowers. Define µt =
nht
Nt

as the average

quality of the borrower pool at time t, which is endogenously determined by firm entry on both the

extensive and intensive margins.

On the extensive margin, potential borrowers of dt order continuously arrive in the economy.

They can choose to enter and start a business or forego the non-recallable opportunity. For

tractability reasons, I assume that among potential borrowers, a total measure of ηNt dt are of high

quality, where η approximates the growth rate of the economy. In fact, if information were perfect

so that only high-type projects could get funded, η would be the equilibrium output growth rate.

Among potential borrowers, a total measure of
1−

¯
q

¯
q ηNt dt are of low quality, which implies the

quality among potential borrowers is
¯
q. In equilibrium,

¯
q will be the lowest quality the market may

ever attain.

Potential borrowers can choose to enter the market by paying a cost. This cost can be interpreted

as general setup costs for businesses that might include market investigations and pilot experiments.

High types’ entry benefits are so large that cost will not matter for their decisions. For simplicity,
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I assume they have zero cost and thus will always enter. Among low types, 1−q̄
q̄ ηNt dt also have

zero cost, and the rest face a constant cost c.4 Here, q̄ ≤ 1 captures the highest quality the market

may ever attain, and therefore, the average quality in equilibrium varies between
¯
q and q̄. For the

rest of this paper, I refer to borrowers with entry cost c as high-cost candidates, and those with

zero cost as low-cost candidates. If only low-cost candidates enter, marginal quality–defined as the

average quality among potential borrowers who decide to enter–is q̄. Marginal quality drops to
¯
q

if all candidates enter.

On the intensive margin, I assume existing firms immediately receive a new project of the same

quality after their current project is financed. The new project is managed by a new entrepreneur

who spins off from the old managerial team. Meanwhile, the old entrepreneur exits the lending

market once his project gets financed. As a result, each entrepreneur only aims to maximize the

payoff from his own project. In addition, I assume the relationship between bank and borrower

breaks up after each transaction. This assumption eliminates the need to keep track of the borrower’s

personal history.5

With entry on both margins, the average quality µt evolves continuously.

Maximization Let V θ
t be the continuation payoff at time t to a type-θ borrower who has already

paid the entry cost, θ ∈ {h, l}. I will formally define V θ
t in the next subsection after introducing

the borrowing game. Because their entry cost is zero, low-cost candidates always enter. High-cost

ones enter if the entry benefit V l
t exceeds the entry cost c. The evolution process of µt depends on

their entry decisions. If all candidates enter, the entry quality is low, and

dµt = η

(
1 −

µt

¯
q

)
dt . (1)

4The results of this paper continue to hold if high types have the same cost structure as low types, and if cost c
satisfies certain conditions. In addition, the assumption that low-type candidates have a heterogenous cost structure is
not essential. In particular, all results go through if q̄ = 1 so that all low-type candidates have the same entry cost c.

5The assumption on intensive-margin entry is made for simplicity. It is not crucial for the main result. For example,
the results carry over if there is no entry on intensive margin, but the rate of issuing pooling offers is capped at some
finite level. An alternative set of assumptions that attain the same result are that intensive-margin entry occurs with
a probability less than one, and the old manager maximizes the payoff from all projects, including the current and all
continuing ones he may receive in the future.
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Because µt ∈

(
¯
q, q̄

)
in equilibrium, dµt < 0 in this case. If only low-cost candidates enter the

borrower pool, the entry quality is high, and

dµt = η

(
1 −

µt

q̄

)
dt . (2)

In this case, dµt > 0.

2.3 The Borrowing Game

Upon entry, entrepreneurs play a borrowing game with lenders every period before they exit

with funding. Lenders in this game are banks. I model a competitive banking sector, and each bank

has a perfectly elastic supply of capital. As a result, banks are willing to make loan offers as long

as they expect to break even. Throughout the paper, these loan offers are assumed to be private

and observed only by the associated bank and the borrower. The assumption on private offers is

consistent with the fact that an individual borrower, in general, applies to multiple banks, and each

single bank does not observe the bargaining and negotiation between its applicants and other banks

before the loan actually gets issued.

Banks are ex-ante uninformed: they observe neither the type of a specific borrower nor the time

he entered the market, but they know the distribution of borrowers in the market, characterized by

µt . In equilibrium, µt is also the belief banks assign to an unknown borrower.6 Although banks are

ex-ante uninformed, they can become ex-post informed. Each bank is endowed with a screening

technology that enables it to learn the true type of a borrower. Specifically, by exerting effort st ,

information about the borrower’s true type arrives as a Poisson event at rate st . Note that I depart

from existing studies on bank screening by assuming information arrival takes time. In reality,

loan officers collect soft information over time through frequent and personal contacts with the

borrower. Despite taking time, screening produces perfect information; that is, information arrival

6This assumption is made without loss of generality, because the borrower is allowed to switch banks each
period. I verify the belief is rational in equilibrium. Informally, in good times, all borrowers always receive funding
instantaneously, and thus in equilibrium, time on the market is almost surely zero. In bad times, borrowers may wait
and get screened. However, they always switch to a different bank each period because more time in the market actually
hurts them, because the average quality improves over time.
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fully reveals a borrower’s type.7 Banks are allowed to change screening effort every period. By

choosing effort st , a bank incurs a flow cost κ (st) dt.

Within every period dt, borrowers play a borrowing game with banks. The game lasts for three

stages (Figure 2). In Stage 1 (S1), each borrower applies to one bank for screening, and banks screen

borrowers by choosing effort st . The action of applying for screening is not publicly observable.8 In

S2, screening either produces perfect information on the borrower’s true type (screening "succeeds")

or produces no information at all (screening "fails"). The screening outcome is private and only

observable to the associated bank. Thus, it cannot be contracted on ex ante.9 In S3, all banks

simultaneouslymake offers to all borrowers, including borrowerswho have not applied for screening

in S1. Among these offers, those from the bank to which a borrower has applied for screening

may contain information from the screening outcome, whereas offers from other banks do not.

Among the received offers (if any), borrowers either accept one or reject all of them. If an offer is

accepted, investment I is made, liquidity shock l hits low types, and the final output Rt is produced

conditional on the additional funding (if needed) being satisfied. If the borrower has rejected all

offers or has not received any offer, he can apply again in the next period (S1’). Equivalently, he

waits for the borrowing game in the next period. Note that each borrower is allowed to switch

banks across periods if he has not been funded yet. Below, I explain each stage backwards in detail,

starting with S2 and S3.

S2 and S3 All banks are allowed to make offers in S3. I first analyze the offer from a bank

to which the borrower has applied for screening. Obviously, this offer depends on the screening

outcome in S2. In the case in which screening has produced information, the bank is informed and

simultaneously makes offers to the borrower with other uninformed banks. While being informed,

7I assume banks have a small probability π of making a type II error, so that low-type borrowers may be recognized
as high types. Therefore, they will apply for being screened by a bank. The main results of this paper are derived
based on π → 0. When π = 0, low types are indifferent between applying or not, because no cost is associated with
applying for being screened. However, they must apply in equilibrium; otherwise, banks cannot commit to screening
afterwards.

8This assumption is made purely for model consistency; otherwise, all banks can observe the borrower’s time on
the market. A weaker assumption is that the application is publicly observed but only remembered until the end of the
same period.

9All results go through if the screening outcome is publicly observable but not verifiable. In particular, low types
still apply for screening, because a successful screening takes time, and if they do not apply, banks immediately know
they have low quality.
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Each borrower applies to
one bank for screening.
Bank screens with effort st .

time t
S1

- Screening "succeeds."

- Screening "fails."

S2

All banks make offers to borrowers.
Borrowers either accept one offer
or reject all of them.

S3
Borrowers apply again.
A new borrowing game starts.

time t + dt
S1’

Figure 2 Timing of The Borrowing Game within dt

it has bargaining power β over the borrower’s profits, with β ∈ (0, 1). Obviously, an informed

bank will only make offers to borrowers with profitable investment potential, i.e., high types. If the

borrower turns out to be a low type, the bank’s screening effort is in vain. If, however, the borrower

turns out to be a high type, the extracted profits depend on the high type’s outside option: he either

accepts a pooling offer (if any) from other uninformed banks or waits for the borrowing game in

the next period. Below, I will refer to the informed offers to high types as screened offers. They

can be interpreted as lending on soft information.

Remark The assumption of Nash bargaining is a simple way to introduce surplus sharing be-

tween the informed bank and a high-type borrower. Therefore, banks make positive profits from

a high-type borrower, which may offer incentives for them to screen during stage S1. In addition,

high-type borrowers prefer a screened offer to a pooling one, which may offer incentives for them

to wait.

In the case in which screening has produced no information, this particular bank is no more

informed than any other bank. Together, all these banks make uninformed pooling offers to any

borrower in the pool. In this case, banks do not have any more information beyond µt , the average

quality of the borrower pool. In equilibrium, if high-quality borrowers wait across periods, that is,

if they would reject (if-any) pooling offers and apply for screening again in the next period, these

offers will not be made by any bank in S3. If high-type borrowers choose to accept pooling offers

in equilibrium, banks will issue them immediately. When banks make uninformed pooling offers,

they can be broadly interpreted as any institution that lends based on hard information (Petersen,

2004).
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S1 In S1, when banks make decisions on screening effort st , they expect profits if screening

produces information and the borrower turns out to be a high type. Meanwhile, screening incurs a

flow cost κ (st) dt. This cost can be understood as the expense from background checks, auditing,

or due diligence. The optimal screening effort maximizes the expected profits net the screening

cost.

Maximizations As stated before, V θ
t is the entry benefit in the potential borrower’s problem. It

is also the continuation value of a type-θ borrower at time t. His problem is to select optimal

stopping time T θ
t to accept a pooling offer (if any), τθt to accept a screened offer (if any), given his

information set, and his expectation of offer flows {Fτ}τ≥t from both screening and pooling:

V θ
t = sup
{Tθ

t ,τ
θ
t }≥t

E
[
e−ρ(T

θ
t ∧τ

θ
t )

(
R(Tθ

t ∧τ
θ
t )
− F(Tθ

t ∧τ
θ
t )

)]
, (3)

where T θ
t ∧ τ

θ
t is the minimum of the two stopping times.

A bank’s problem has three parts. First, consider the problem of a bank after screening has

succeeded. Obviously, if the borrower is a low type, his loan application is turned down and

he returns to the borrower pool. A high-type borrower, instead, bargains with the bank over the

payment. Let Fθ
s be the contracted payment from a type-θ borrower to the informed bank.10 The

Nash bargaining solution suggests

Fh
s = (1 − β)

(
Rt − V h

t

)
+ βI, (4)

and F l
s → ∞. In this case, V h

t is also the value of high types’ outside option. Because F l
s → ∞, I

will simply use Fs to denote Fh
s for the rest of this paper. LetΠh

t be the profits the informed bank can

extract from a high-type borrower. Simple calculations show that Πh
t = (1 − β)

[
(Rt − I) − V h

t
]
,

where Rt − I is the NPV of high-type’s project, andV h
t is the value of his outside option. Intuitively,

the informed bank extracts a fraction (1 − β) of the surplus from a successful screening.

Next, consider the problem of an uninformed bank. Let Fp be the contracted payment from

10To avoid cumbersome notation, I omit the time subscript t. This omission is without loss of generality in the class
of Markov equilibrium with state variable µt . For the same reason, I also omit the time subscript t in defining Fp

below.
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pooling offers such that banks break even. Clearly,

Fp (µ̃t) =


I + (1 − µ̃t) l If Fp (µ̃t) ≤ Rt

∞ Otherwise,
(5)

where µ̃t is the average quality of borrowers who accept the offer immediately. If all borrowers

accept, µ̃t = µt . If, however, some high-quality borrowers reject, µ̃t < µt .11 To simplify notation,

let Ψt (µt) = Rt − Fp (µt) be the continuation value from immediately accepting a pooling offer

with contracted payment Fp (µt). Meanwhile, let pt ∈ R
+∪ {∞} be the maximal rate of the pooling

offer among all banks that offer in S3. A finite pt is equivalent to banks playing mixed strategies in

issuing pooling offers. A standard argument from Bertrand Competition suggests


pt = 0 if t < supp

(
T h

t
)

pt ∈ R
+ ∪∞ if {t} ⊂ supp

(
T h

t
)

pt = ∞ if {t} = supp
(
T h

t
)
,

(6)

where supp
(
T h

t
)
denotes the set of candidate stopping times chosen by high types. Clearly, no bank

is willing to make a pooling offer (pt = 0) if high types never accept them (t < supp
(
T h

t
)
); at least

one bank is willing to extend pooling offers immediately to all borrowers (pt = ∞) if high types

strictly prefer accepting one ({t} = supp
(
T h

t
)
). When high types are indifferent between accepting

and waiting ({t} ⊂ supp
(
T h

t
)
), however, any rate of pooling offer can be viable (pt ∈ R

+ ∪∞).

Remark A valid concern is whether pooling offers are optimal contracts in this context. Specifi-

cally, high-quality firms would be willing to promise a higher repayment in the case that more funds

are needed, in exchange for a lower repayment. Indeed, the injection of additional funds can be

easily contractible. The assumption that low types will need additional liquidity is made to obtain

closed-form solutions. In section 5.2.1, I introduce an alternative model in which types differ in the

11While banks screen borrowers and finance high-quality ones after screenings produce information, they leave the
remaining borrower pool contaminated, because low-quality borrowers return to the pool. This contamination is the
standard cream-skimming effect (Bolton et al., 2016; Fishman and Parker, 2015; Broecker, 1990). In the current setup
where screening produces information continuously at order dt, the degree of contamination is at dt order and thus is
dominated by other effects.
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probability of their projects succeeding. Pooling offers are optimal there. All qualitative results in

the benchmark model carry over.

Finally, consider a bank’s problem in choosing screening effort st . Because Πh
t are the profits

that an informed bank can extract from a high-type borrower and µt is the fraction of high types in

the pool, the expected profits from screening are therefore Πt = µtΠ
h
t . Banks’ screening choices st

depend on the expected profits from screening versus the screening cost:

max
st
Πt st dt − κ (st) dt . (7)

3 Equilibrium

The economy is characterized by two state variables: investment returns Rt and the average

quality µt . Rt is also referred to as the aggregate state.

Definition 1. A Markov equilibrium Φ is a set of state processes {Rt} and {µt}, borrowers’ deci-

sions
{{

T θ
t , τ

θ
t
}

: θ ∈ {h, l}
}
, banks’ decisions

{
st, pt, Fp, Fs

}
, and the induced valuation processes{

V θ
t : θ ∈ {h, l}

}
that satisfy:

1. Borrower Optimality:
{
T θ

t , τ
θ
t
}
solves borrowers’ problem (3) for type θ, θ ∈ {h, l}.

2. Bank Optimality:

(a) Screening: st solves banks’ screening problem (7) and Fs satisfies (4).

(b) Pooling: pt satisfies (6), and Fp satisfies (5) if among borrowers with T θ
t = t, the

average quality is µ̃t .

3. Entry Optimality: high-cost candidates enter if and only if V l
t ≥ c.

4. Market Clearing: V h
t ≥ Ψ

h
t .

5. Belief Consistency: µt is consistent with equations (1) and (2) induced by entry decisions.
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Conditions 1-5 are standard. Condition 4, market clearing, requires high-quality borrowers’

continuation value to be at least the value of accepting an immediate pooling offer. Intuitively,

banks will always make pooling offers if they expect high types to accept immediately. Note that

no such condition exists for low-quality borrowers, due to the assumption that their projects have

negative NPV.

Theorem 1. An equilibrium exists.

Proof. The equilibrium with exogenous screening is obtained by combining the proof of proposi-

tions 1 and 2. The equilibrium with endogenous screening is obtained by combining the proof of

propositions 1 and 3. �

4 Solution

In this section, the equilibrium of the model is solved in two steps to isolate the effects of firm

entry and bank screening. In section 4.1, I assume banks screen borrowers with a constant effort

s∗, and study how firm entry leads to variations bank lending patterns. I will focus on the type of

credit issued across the business cycle. Variations in lending standards also have macroeconomic

implications. Following a recession, investment recovery can be slow or fast. In section 4.2, I

endogenize banks’ screening decisions and study how endogenous screening further affects bank

lending and the type of credit issued. Following a recession, investment recoveries may experience

double dips.

Let

µE
g = max

{
¯
q, 1 −

Rg − I − c
l

}
(8)

µE
b = min

{
q̄, 1 −

Rb − I − c
l

}
. (9)

In equilibrium, the average market quality µt always varies in
[
µE
g , µ

E
b

]
. To see this, note first that

µt can never fall below
¯
q, because this level is the one the average quality will converge to if entry

quality keep being low (all low-type potential borrowers keep entering the pool). Similarly, µt can
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never rise above q̄, because q̄ is the level the average quality will converge to if entry quality keep

being high (only low-cost candidates enter the pool). Second, note that if low-type borrowers could

receive unscreened credit immediately upon entry, their entry benefits equal c if µt = 1− Rg−I−c
l in

state g and if µt = 1 − Rb−I−c
l in state b. Therefore, if µt could ever fall slightly below 1 − Rg−I−c

l ,

only low-cost candidates would enter the pool, and µt would immediately increase above 1− Rg−I−c
l .

The remaining analysis will proceed by assuming
¯
q < 1 − Rg−I−c

l and 1 − Rb−I−c
l < q̄. As a result,

µE
g = 1 − Rg−I−c

l and µE
b = 1 − Rb−I−c

l . The other cases can be studied similarly without any

qualitative distinction.

Before preceding, I introduce the following parametric assumptions to simplify the exposition of

the results. I will discuss how results stay unchanged qualitatively when the any of the assumptions

is violated.

Assumption 1.

βs∗

ρ + βs∗
(
Rg − I

)
< Ψg

(
µE
g

)
= c (10)

c >
βs∗

ρ + βs∗
(Rb − I) > Ψb

(
µE
g

)
. (11)

Condition (10) disincentivizes borrowers to wait in state g when µt falls to µE
g . To see this,

note that the value from waiting in state g equals βs∗

ρ+βs∗+χb

(
Rg − I

)
+

χb
ρ+βs∗+χb

V h
b

(
µE
g

)
, where

βs∗

ρ+βs∗+χb

(
Rg − I

)
is the additional benefit from a successful screening and χb

ρ+βs∗+χb
V h

b

(
µE
g

)
is the

continuation value from the arrival of state b. BecauseV h
b (µt) ≤

(
Rg − I

)
for any µt ,12 (10) suffices

to guarantee that high types never wait at µt = µ
E
g . (11) requires high types to wait in state b if the

market quality has dropped to µE
g , but not if the quality has increased to µE

b (note that Ψb
(
µE

b

)
= c).

Both conditions are not essential for the equilibrium results. The case in which condition (10) is

violated is analyzed after explaining the equilibrium results in state b. The case in which condition

(11) is violated is analyzed in the appendix.

12Informally, Rg − I is the highest payoff that high types may ever receive in order to make the bank break even.
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4.1 Exogenous Screening

In this section, I study the equilibrium when screening effort is assumed to be fixed at a constant

level: st = s∗. This assumption captures the case in which screening certain groups of borrowers

could be costless, or in which regulators can impose and observe banks’ screening effort. The

equilibrium has the following properties: (1) When Rt = Rg, pooling offers are always made, and

all borrowers accept immediately. During this period, lending standards are low. If the good state

persists, the average borrower quality µt deteriorates according to equation (1) until µt falls to µE
g .

(2) When Rt = Rb, a cutoff value µ∗b exists such that high-type borrowers would rather wait if and

only if µt < µ∗b. During this period, only screened credit offers are made, and lending standards

are high. If the bad state persists, the average borrower quality µt improves according to equation

(2) until µt reaches µE
b .

State g: Booms

State g captures economic booms, for example, states with high levels of investment returns or

TFP. Proposition 1 describes the equilibrium in state g.

Proposition 1. When Rt = Rg, ∀µt ∈
[
µE
g , µ

E
b

]
1. All borrowers immediately accept pooling offers Fp (µt) and their value functions are

V θ
g (µt) = Ψ

θ
g (µt).

2. Banks make pooling offers at Fp (µt) with rate pt = ∞. Lending standards are low.

3. If µt > µE
g , the average quality µt satisfies dµt = η

(
1 − µ

¯
q

)
dt < 0. If µt = µ

E
g , dµt = 0.

Proof. See Appendix A.1. �

When the state is good, all borrowers accept pooling offers immediately, and banks also issue

them immediately. Consequently, all low-type potential entrepreneurs enter the market, and the

borrower pool deteriorates as the good state persists. When the average quality µt falls to µE
g , the

low-type entrepreneurs are indifferent between paying cost c to enter and not entering at all. As a

result, the average quality among those who choose to enter will be exactly µE
g so that the average
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quality of the pool stays unchanged. During the boom period, unscreened credit is the dominant

financing method,13 and bank lending standards are low. Below I provide a heuristic proof.

Because low-type borrowers’ projects are of negative NPV, imitating high-type borrowers is

the only way to receive funding. As a result, low-type borrowers have to wait if their high-type

counterparts do so. In addition, banks will never issue pooling offers if they expect high-type

borrowers to wait. Therefore, high-type borrowers’ waiting incentives determine the equilibrium

strategies of all agents (Hellwig, 1987). A simple cost-benefit analysis reveals that the incentive to

wait is low when Rt = Rg. In state g, delaying investment is costly because investment return Rg is

high. Meanwhile, all potential borrowers enter the market, and the pool deteriorates. Consequently,

the interest rate of a pooling offer increases as borrowers wait. In addition, the bad state in which

investment returns get lower may arrive. The only benefit of waiting is bank screening, which

is maximized at µt =
¯
q. Under (10), this benefit is dominated by waiting costs. Note if banks’

screening effort s∗ = 0 so that no benefit is derived from waiting, Condition (10) is automatically

satisfied.

State b: Recovery

State b, which refers to states with low levels of investment returns, captures recessions and the

subsequent recoveries. Proposition 2 is the main result of this section.

Proposition 2. When Rt = Rb, there exists a unique µ∗b ∈
(
µE
g , µ

E
b

)
1. Waiting region: For µt ∈

[
µE
g , µ

∗
b

)
, high-type borrowers wait and would reject any pooling

offer Fp (µt). Only high-type borrowers are financed with screened offers. Lending standards

are high. Investment is delayed.

2. Pooling region: For µt ∈
[
µ∗b, µ

E
b

]
, all borrowers immediately accept pooling offers Fp (µt).

Lending standards are low. Investment is not delayed.

If µt < µE
b , dµt = η

(
1 − µt

q̄

)
dt > 0. If µt = µ

E
b , dµt = 0.

Proof. See Appendix A.2. �

13Within any period dt, borrowers who receive screened credit are of dt order.
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Appendix A.2 describes the extended version of Proposition 2, where the first half of condition

(11) no longer needs to hold. Intuitively, this condition requires the entry cost c to be sufficiently

large that high-cost candidates will not enter at µt = µ
∗
b. The results only differ quantitatively if the

condition is violated. Below, I provide a herustic proof to Proposition 2 and explain the intuition

alongside.

Because low types’ projects have negative NPV and banks are competing for high types, the

key analysis is again high types’ incentive to wait. However, the costs and benefits are different

from those in state g. First, investment delay is less costly because Rb < Rg. Second, because

µt < µE
b , potential borrowers with entry cost c do not enter the market, and thus the borrower pool

improves over time. Consequently, the interest rate of a pooling offer decreases as borrowers wait.

Third, by waiting, a high-type borrower increases the chances he may be screened and verified by a

bank as a high type. Lastly, the good state may arrive, in which investment returns get higher. The

second half of Condition (11) guarantees a high type strictly prefers waiting when µt = µ
E
g . Thus,

a waiting region exists. Otherwise, the equilibrium becomes identical to that in state g: high types

always accept pooling offers Fp (µt) immediately. In the case with a waiting region, letW θ
b (µt) be a

type-θ borrower’s continuation value of waiting. By considering high and low types’ continuation

value over a small time interval [t, t + dt], I derive the following Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman (HJB)

equations:

(
ρ + βs∗ + χg

)
W h

b =
(
W h

b

) ′
η

(
1 −

µt

q̄

)
+ βs∗ (Rb − I) + χgV h

g (12)(
ρ + χg

)
W l

b =
(
W l

b

) ′
η

(
1 −

µt

q̄

)
+ χgV l

g, (13)

where V h
b and V l

b are high types’ and low types’ continuation values in state b, respectively. The

right-hand-side of equation (12) describes high-type borrowers’ benefits of waiting. The first term

comes from changes in average quality µt induced by firm entry: dµt = η
(
1 − µt

q̄

)
dt. Because

dµt = η
(
1 − µt

q̄

)
dt > 0, the average quality µt improves as state b continues. The second term

derives from bank screening, which accrues β fraction of the total surplus from a successful

screening to the high-type borrower. In this case, the total surplus from a successful screening

equals
[
(Rb − I) −W h

b (µt)
]
, where (Rb − I) is the NPV of a high type’s project, and W h

b (µt) is the
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high type’s outside option in the Nash bargaining game after he has been successfully screened.

W h
b (µt) is also his continuation value from waiting. With a constant screening level st = s∗,

a successful screening arrives at rate s∗. The last term accounts for the possibility that the state

switches and state g arrives. Low-type borrowers’ HJB, equation (13) can be decomposed similarly.

Note that the benefit from bank screening does not accrue to these borrowers because an informed

bank will never finance any low-type borrower.

As µt increases, the incentive to wait decreases, for two reasons. First, the surplus from being

verified as a high type
[
(Rb − I) −W h

b (µt)
]
decreases because the outside option–accepting an

immediate pooling offer–becomes more attractive. Second, an examination of equation (2) shows

the marginal improvement η
(
1 − µt

q̄

)
becomes lower as µt itself increases. Intuitively, the marginal

improvement in µt need to decrease as µt increases, because otherwise, the process of µt will

explode. Because the incentive to wait decrease with µt , a threshold µ∗b exists such that the high-

type borrower is indifferent between waiting and accepting a pooling offer Fp
(
µ∗b

)
. Specifically,

µ∗b is determined by two boundary conditions. First, the value-matching condition (14) holds so

that the borrower is indifferent between waiting and accepting at µt = µ∗b. Second, because µ
∗
b is

optimally chosen by high-type entrepreneurs, the smooth-pasting condition (15) is also necessary

at µt = µ
∗
b:14

W h
b

(
µ∗b

)
= Ψh

b
(
µ∗b

)
(14)(

W h
b

) ′ ���
µ=µ∗

b

=
(
Ψ

h
b

) ′ ���
µ=µ∗

b

(15)

Lemma 1 presents the solution to µ∗b.

Lemma 1. There exists a unique µ∗b that satisfies both the value-matching and smooth-pasting

conditions:

µ∗b =
χg

(
Rg − Rb

)
+ l (βs∗ + η) + ρ (I + l − Rb)

l
(
ρ + βs∗ + η

q̄

) .

Proof. Applying conditions (14) and (15) to HJB (12), the equation reduces to one linear in µ∗b.

The solution follows easily. �

14See Proposition 6.2 of Stokey (2008) for an analog.
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Corollary 1 shows some important comparative static results of µ∗b.

Corollary 1. µ∗b increases with s∗ and η.

Proof. Obvious from Lemma 1. �

Intuitively, high-type borrowers wait longer if they know banks are screening with higher

intensity (higher s∗). The incentive to wait increases if waiting is more likely to result in a screened

offer. This result is important for understanding the results in section 4.2. Likewise, borrowers

also wait longer if they know the pool improves at a higher rate (higher η). Intuitively, high types’

incentive to wait increases if the pool improves faster. This result helps us understand the extended

version of Proposition 2, elaborated in Appendix A.2.

Finally, if condition (10) of Assumption 1 fails, a waiting region
[
µE
g , µ

∗
g

)
also exists in state g.

In that case, equilibrium are similar across different aggregate states. It can be easily shown that

µ∗g < µ∗b. As a result, the equilibrium implications for lending standards and investment fluctuations

are qualitatively unchanged.

Implications for Investment Fluctuations

In this section, I study the variations of lending standards and the implications for investment

fluctuations over the business cycle. Define recovery as the first time the investment (or similarly

output) level exceeds its pre-recession level if no further aggregate shock occurs. I will show that

recoveries may be slow or fast, depending on the average quality at the onset of the recession, which

in turn is determined by the size and duration of the preceding economic boom.

Consider an economy in a boom (R0 = Rg) and the average quality starting at µ0 = µE
b .

According to Proposition 1, all borrowers immediately accept pooling offers, and all potential

entrepreneurs enter. As the boom persists, the average quality µt continues to decline, illustrated

by the top axis of Figure 3. If the boom is large and has persisted for a sufficient amount of time,

the average quality µt becomes lower than µ∗b. When a bad shock hits (the vertical dashed arrow)

and Rt switches to Rb, high-type borrowers prefer to wait, and only screened offers are made.

Lending standards are high during this period because credits are rationed. High types cannot

get their projects financed immediately. Investment is thus delayed, and output falls dramatically;
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the patterns of macroeconomic variables represent the patterns in a slow recovery. By contrast,

following a short and/or small boom (Figure 4), the drop in µt is only moderate, and the average

quality µt still exceeds µ∗b. After the same bad shock hits and Rt switches to Rb (the vertical

dashed arrow in Figure 4), pooling offers continue to be made. In this case, lending standards are

unchanged, no investment is delayed, and macroeconomic variables represent the patterns in a fast

recovery.

Rg µt

µE
g µE

b

Rb µt

µE
g

µ∗b µE
b

Pooling

Waiting Pooling

Figure 3 Transition Dynamics in a Slow Recovery

This figure shows transition dynamics in a slow recovery. The top (bottom) axis depicts the state space(
Rt ∈

{
Rg, Rb

}
, µt ∈

[
µEg , µ

E
b

] )
. The economy starts with Rt = Rg, and µt decreases as Rt stays unchanged. When

Rt = Rg has persisted sufficiently long, µt falls below µ∗
b
, and a slow recovery follows when Rt drops to Rb .

According to equation (8), µE
g decrease with Rg. Moreover, equation (1) shows the decline

in µt is larger if the economy has spent more time in state g. Corollary 2 naturally follows as a

hypothesis for empirical analysis.

Corollary 2. Slow recoveries are likely to follow large and long-term economic booms.

Finally, let me emphasize the distinction between screening time and recovery duration. In the

model, screening takes time, reflected by the screening effort s∗. As a result, the expected length

of time that screening takes to generate an outcome is 1
s∗ . On the other hand, recovery duration

depends on how soon banks start to issue pooling offers after a recession, which in turn depends

on the distance between the cutoff value µ∗b and the average quality µt right after the recession hits.
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Figure 4 Transition Dynamics in a Fast Recovery

This figure shows transition dynamics in a fast recovery. The top (bottom) axis depicts the state space(
Rt ∈

{
Rg, Rb

}
, µt ∈

[
µEg , µ

E
b

] )
. The economy starts with Rt = Rg, and µt decreases as Rt stays unchanged. If

Rt = Rg has not persisted sufficiently long, µt still lies above µ∗b , and a fast recovery follows when Rt drops to Rb .

Because dµt = η
(
1 − µ

q̄

)
dt in state b, recovery duration relies crucially on borrowers’ entry and

how soon the pool improves (i.e., η and q̄) but not screening effort s∗.

Numerical Illustration and Simulation

Figure 5 plots the typical shapes of both high (top panel) and low types’ (bottom panel)

continuation value from waiting and accepting an immediate pooling offer. The horizontal axis is

the state variable µt . The blue solid curves describe the continuation value functions from waiting,

and the slopped dashed line, as references, plot Ψθb (µ)–the payoff functions from accepting an

immediate pooling offer. The vertical dashed line marks the boundary µ∗b, which separates the

state space into the waiting region (left) and the pooling region (right). In this case, µ∗b equal 0.75.

Accepting a pooling offer guarantees a higher continuation value when µ > µ∗b. When µ < µ∗b,

however, the top panel shows that waiting is more beneficial to high types (but not necessarily to

low types).

I simulate the economy for 100 periods and generate scenarios similar to both slow and fast

recoveries. Figure 6 plots the simulated investment and output processes in both a slow recovery

and a fast one, left and right panel, respectively. Both economies start in a boom with µ0 = µE
b .
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Figure 5 Value Functions in State b.

This figure shows high- and low-quality borrowers’ value functions when Rt = Rb . In both panels, the horizontal axes
represent µt–average borrower quality in the market. The blue curve depicts Wθ

b
, the continuation value if the type-θ

borrower wait. The red, dashed curve plots the continuation value from immediately accepting a pooling offer at face
value Fp (µ). µ∗b is the cutoff value above which a high-quality borrower is willing to take pooling offers. The
parameter values are I = 20, Rg = 35, Rb = 30, l = 15, c = 20, β = 0.5, s∗ = 1, ρ = 0.5, χg = χb = 10−4, η = 0.5,
q̄ = 0.9,

¯
q = 0.1.

Whereas recession occurs in period 21 in the left economy, the same bad shock hits the right

economy much earlier, in period 6. Both economies return to Rt = Rg in period 91.

The solid curves plot the simulated investment and output. Indeed, the right economy bounces

back right after the recession, whereas in the left economy, a significant period exists during which

both investment and output are below their pre-recession levels.15

15Many discussions on recovery have focused on both the level and the growth rate of the output post the recession
(CBO, 2012; Summers, 2016). Whereas levels of a slow and a fast recovery are dramatically different under the current
model setup, the growth rates are more or less the same (≈ η). However, one can easily get the slope difference by
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Figure 6 Simulation: Slow and Fast Recoveries

This figure shows the simulated investment and output in both a slow (left panel) and a fast recovery (right panel).
Parameters are identical to those in Figure 5. Both economies start with

(
Rt = Rg, µt = µ

E
b

)
. Rt switches to Rb in

period 21 in the top economy, but in period 6 in the bottom economy. Therefore, both investment and output
experience a sluggish period in the left economy but not the right one. Both economies switch to Rt = Rg in period 91.

4.2 Endogenous Screening

In this section, I endogenize banks’ screening decisions and show how variations in bank

screening change the equilibrium studied in section 4.1. The analysis focuses in particular on state

b. I show that changes in bank screening will induce another reason for high-type borrowers to wait.

As a result, lending standards may vary non-monotonically with µt , and investment recovery after

recessions may experience double dips. In a double-dip recovery, investment stalls for a period,

recovers with a short period of growth, and then stalls again before it finally recovers. During these

periods, credit freezes initially, followed by a period of unscreened credit issuance, and then credit

assuming η increases with the measure of borrowers who actually obtain financing.
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freezes again until banks start to screen. The general lessons from this exercise are two-fold. First,

the lending market may completely freeze in the sense that neither unscreened nor screened credit

exist. Lending standards are the highest during this period. Second, recoveries in investment can

be endogenously non-monotonic.

Assumption 2. 1. Banks face binary screening choices, st ∈ {0, s∗}. Whereas no screening

st = 0 incurs no cost, screening st = s∗ incurs a constant flow cost κ∗dt.

2. (1−β)l4 > κ∗ > (1 − β) l max
{
µ∗b

(
1 − µ∗b

)
, µSWV h

b

(
µSW )}

, where µSW is the unique solution

to W h
b

���
st≡0
= W h

b

���
st≡s∗

.

The first condition on binary choices is made for exposition convenience. The second condition

puts restrictions on the screening cost κ∗. κ∗ cannot be too large. Otherwise, banks will never

screen, st = 0.16 However, κ∗ cannot be too small either. Otherwise, banks will always screen:

st = s∗. The cases that banks never screen and banks always screen correspond to the analysis in

section 4.1 with st ≡ 0 and st ≡ s∗, respectively.

State b: Recovery

Let Assumption 1 continue to hold. The equilibrium in state g is thus unchanged. Below, I

focus on the equilibrium outcomes in state b. Under Assumption 1, dµt = η
(
1 − µt

q̄

)
dt > 0 in

state b. Proposition 3 shows the result for different levels of µt .

Proposition 3. When Rt = Rb, a unique quadruple
{
µ0

b, µ
dd
b , µ

s
b, µ
∗
b

}
exists.

1. First dip. For µt ∈
[
µE
g , µ

0
b

]
, high-type borrowers wait, and banks do not screen, st = 0.

No loan is made, and the lending market completely collapses. Lending standards are the

highest. Investment is installed.

16In general, one can imagine banks may costlessly screen borrowers with effort ε > 0 (low screening effort).
Therefore, I sometimes refer to st = 0 as "low" screening effort. This section takes ε = 0 without loss of generality. All
results in this section go through if ε is small and positive. The only difference is that the market does not completely
collapse as in Case 1 and 3(a) of Proposition 3. In these two cases, screened credit is provided at very low rate ε, which
is even more consistent with the real world.
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2. First rise. For µt ∈
[
µ0

b, µ
dd
b

]
, all borrowers immediately accept pooling offers Fp (µt). Banks

issue pooling offers without any screening, st = 0. Lending standards are low. Investment

levels are high and recover temporarily.

3. Second dip.

(a) For µt ∈
[
µdd

b , µ
s
b

]
, high-type borrowers wait, and banks do not screen, st = 0. No loan

is made, and the lending market collapses again. Lending standards are the highest.

Investment is installed.

(b) For µt ∈
[
µs

b, µ
∗
b

]
, high-type borrowers wait, and banks screen, st = s∗. Only high types

are financed with screened offers. Lending standards are high. Investment is delayed.

4. Second rise. For µt ∈
[
µ∗b, µ

E
b

]
, all borrowers immediately accept pooling offers Fp (µt).

Lending standards are low. Investment is not delayed.

If µt < µE
b , dµt = η

(
1 − µt

q̄

)
dt > 0. If µt = µ

E
b , dµt = 0.

Proof. See Appendix A.3. �

The equilibrium state space is divided by four thresholds (Figure 7, bottom axis). µ0
b and µ

∗
b are

the thresholds at which high types would be indifferent between waiting and accepting a pooling

offer, had screening intensity been fixed at 0 and s∗, respectively. When µt increases to µs
b, banks

switch from no screening to screening. However, such transition is not smooth in the dynamic

context. In particular, expecting the transition, high types start to wait at µt = µdd
b . Figure 7

provides a graphic illustration of the state space. Below, I provide a heuristic proof.

Recall that the expected profits from banks are

Π (µt) = µt (1 − β)
[
(Rt − I) − V h

t
]
.

Clearly, bank profits are low when the average quality µt is low. Intuitively, when the market is

filled with low-type borrowers (low µt), the borrower being screened is likely to be of low quality,

from whom the bank cannot make any profit. In this case, finding a high-type borrower to screen is

similar to looking for a needle in a haystack. Therefore, banks do not screen, st = 0 for low levels
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Figure 7 Transition Dynamics with Double Dips

This figure shows transition dynamics in a recovery with double dip. The economy starts with
(
Rt = Rg, µt = µ

E
b

)
and µt decreases as the boom persists. If µt has fallen below µ0

b
when Rt switches to Rb , a double-dip recovery

follows. In Regions 1-3, banks do not screen, st = 0, whereas they do screen, st = s∗ in Regions 4-5. High-quality
borrowers wait in Regions 1, 3, and 4, whereas they accept pooling offers in Regions 2 and 5. The first dip occurs in
Region 1, followed by the first rise in Region 2, the second dip in Regions 3 and 4, and the second rise in Region 5.

of µt . Banks will only switch to screening when µt gets higher so that the possibility of screening

a high type gets larger. The switch in screening is captured by the threshold µs
b.17

Next, let’s compare high-type borrowers’ waiting decisions with and without bank screening.

The comparative static results in Corollary 1 show µ∗b increases in s∗. In other words, µ∗b–the

indifference threshold if high types know banks screen with constant effort s∗–is higher than µ0
b–

the same threshold if they know banks do not screen. Intuitively, high types’ incentive to wait

increases if they could receive screened offers by waiting. Assumption 2 guarantees that banks

switch to screening as the average quality improves, and the switching threshold µs
b lies between µ

0
b

and µ∗b. Cases 2 and 3(a) are new equilibrium patterns induced by endogenous and time-varying

screening. In Case 2, high types would have to wait a long time if they wanted banks to screen

them (µt is far from µs
b). Therefore, they would rather take unscreened, pooling offers. As a result,

17For result completeness, let me point out that banks may choose not to screen (st = 0) again when the average
quality µt gets sufficiently high. The reason is when µt gets sufficiently high, high types’ outside option Vh

t (µt ) is
more valuable . As a result, (1 − β)

[
(Rt − I) − Vh

t (µt )
]
, the rents that an informed bank can earn from a high type

get lower. Under Assumption 2, this switch happens at some threshold level that is above µs
b
. Therefore, the results in

Proposition 3 are qualitatively unchanged.
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banks will issue them in equilibrium. In Case 3(a), however, they would only need to wait a short

time for banks to screen, so they will find it optimal to do so.

The determinant for lending standards still hinges on high types’ incentive to wait. The analysis

is similar to that in section 4.1, except for the benefits of screening. With endogenous st , high types

may or may not receive bank screening. If µt < µs
b, high types’ waiting benefits do not include the

benefit of bank screening. However, high-type borrowers still wait if µt is even below µ0
b because

they expect the pool to improve. In this case, no screening by banks and waiting by high types

lead to the collapse of the lending market. As µt increases to µs
b, banks start to screen, and waiting

benefits now increase discontinuously: waiting not only leads to a better borrower pool, but also

increases the prospect of being successfully screened by a bank. Both screening and entry patterns

offer dynamic reasons for high types to wait.

When high-type borrowers expect banks to screen, they have an additional reason to wait.

Indeed, when µt is only slightly below µs
b, high-type borrowers know banks will start screening

very soon. Thus, they stop accepting pooling offers and wait. This effect is captured by the

boundary µdd
b , which is strictly below µs

b. If the restrictions on κ
∗ in Assumption 2 fail, µdd

b could

be less than µ0
b, in which case the region for the first rise (Region 2) disappears. However, all other

cases in Proposition 3 still exist. Thus, the broad lesson is that endogenous screening can still lead

to complete market collapse.

To summarize, if µt falls below µ0
b when a recession hits, banks do not screen initially, and

knowing that, borrowers wait because they expect the borrower pool to improve. Such waiting

constitutes the first dip (Region 1). During this period, the lending market completely breaks

down, and lending standards are the highest. Meanwhile, the borrower pool is improving. When

the borrower pool has improved moderately, µt > µ0
b, high-type borrowers start to accept pooling

offers, for two reasons. On one hand, the interest rate of pooling offers has been reduced due to

entry. On the other hand, banks continue to be “lazy” and remain so during the short run–they are

reluctant to screen because the expected profits are still below the screening cost κ∗. Therefore,

banks issue pooling offers, leading to the first rise (Region 2). During this period, pooling offers

with high interest rates are issued and accepted. Lending standards are loosened temporarily. As

µt further increases to µdd
b , high-quality borrowers realize banks will start to screen soon. With this
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expectation, these borrowers find that waiting is more beneficial, which results in the second dip.

The lending market breaks down again completely (Region 3). Finally, banks start to screen when

µt reaches µs
b (Region 4). Screened offers are made. Borrowers who are not successfully screened

keep waiting until µt finally exceeds µ∗b, after which the second rise follows (Region 5).
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Figure 8 High-Type Borrowers’ Value Functions with Double Dips

This figure plots a high-quality borrower’s value function when Rt = Rb and st is endogenously chosen. Parameters
are identical to those in Figure 5. The x-axis denotes µt–average market quality. The blue (Wh

b
(s∗)) and brown

(Wh
b
(0)) curves represent the value of waiting for a pooling offer if st ≡ s∗ and if st ≡ 0, respectively. The grey

(Wh
b
(dd)) curve shows the value of waiting for banks switching from s = 0 to s = s∗. Again, the dashed red line is the

value from accepting an immediate pooling offer.

Numerical Illustration and Simulation

Figure 8 plots the typical shape of high-type borrowers’ value function. The curve marked by

scattered diamonds represents the value function of high types. The state space for µt is divided

into five regions. In Region 1, high-type borrowers obtain a higher continuation value by waiting

(W h
b (0) in the figure), because they expect the pool to improve due to entry. When µt exceeds
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Figure 9 Simulation: Double-Dip Recessions

This figure shows the simulated investment and output in a double-dip recovery. Parameters are identical to those in
Figure 5. The economy starts at

(
R0 = Rg, µ1 = µ

E
b

)
and switches to Rt = Rb in period 21. The economy switches to

Rt = Rg in period 91. The first dip occurs between period 21 and 58, followed by a temporary rise between period 59
and 64, and a second dip between period 65 and 79. The second rise occurs after period 80.

µ0
b, which equals 0.63 in this case, high-quality borrowers are happy to accept pooling offers and

receive Ψh
b (the slopped dashed line). However, expecting that banks will start screening soon,

these borrowers decide to wait again once µt exceeds µdd
b = 0.68. In this region, borrowers expect

W h
b (dd). This waiting leads to the second dip. Indeed, banks switch to screening when µt exceeds

µs
b = 0.70 and thus increase borrowers’ payoff to W h

b (s
∗). Finally, the second rise occurs in Region

5 (µt > µ∗b = 0.75), and borrowers accept pooling offers.

Again, I simulate the economy for 100 periods. All parameters are identical to those in the last

section. Figure 9 plots the simulated investment and output processes, which resemble a double-dip

recovery. The economy is in a boom from period 1-20, is hit by a bad shock in period 21, and

is hit by a good shock in period 91. Compared with Figure 6, two dips are evident. In the first

dip (periods 21-58), investment and output both drop to zero. The economy picks up temporarily

between period 59 and 64, with a second dip following after period 65. During this period, little

investment and output are realized. Not until period 80 does the economy finally recover and exceed

the pre-recession level.
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5 Discussion and Extension

5.1 Empirical Relevance

In this section, I discuss the empirical relevance of both the mechanism and the results of the

model. The model is consistent with the following empirical patterns.

1. Bank lending standards are counter-cyclical. This pattern has been confirmed in the United

States (Asea and Blomberg, 1998; Lown and Morgan, 2006) as well as other countries such

as Italy (Rodano et al., 2015). Figure 10 replicates this fact. In this figure, bank lending

standards are measured by the percentage of loan offers that report a tightening in lending

standards, collected from the Senior Loan Officer Opinion Survey on Bank Lending Practices

(SLOOS).
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Figure 10 Lending Standards and Output

This figure plots the series of bank lending standards and output. The dashed curve depicts the sequence of bank
lending standards, measured by the net percentage of loan officers who report a tightening in lending standards. The
data are collected from Senior Loan Officer Opinion Survey on Bank Lending Practices (SLOOS). The solid curve
shows output from Fernald (2012), measured as the percentage change at an annual rate (=400×changes in natural
log). Both sequences are further smoothed with a moving-average filter with two lagged terms, three forward terms,
and including the current observation in the filter. Shaded areas are recessions identified by the NBER.
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2. Firm-entry quantity is pro-cyclical, whereas entry quality is counter-cyclical. Using data

from the Annual Survey of Manufactures, Lee and Mukoyama (2015) find that entry rates of

manufacturing firms are strongly pro-cyclical. However, plants entering in booms are about

10%-20% less productive than those entering in recessions. Using data from the Longitudinal

Business Database (LBD), Moreira (2015) finds a 1% increase in the cyclical component of

output is associated with a 0.3% decrease in labor productivity of new firms. The results are

robust to different measures of quality: productivity, probability of survival, and innovations.

Ates and Saffie (2014) provide similar findings using data from Chile.
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Figure 11 Firm Entry Rate and Output

This figure plots the series of firm-entry rate and output. The dotted green curve depicts the sequence of firm-entry
rate, measured by the number of new firms over exiting firms. The data are collected from the Firm Characteristics
Data Tables of the Business Dynamics Statistics (BDS). The solid curve shows output from Fernald (2012), measured
as percentage change at an annual rate (=400×changes in natural log). The output sequence is further smoothed with
a moving-average filter with two lagged terms, three forward terms, and including the current observation in the filter.
Shaded areas are recessions identified by the NBER.

3. Credit quality deteriorates during an economic boom. Loan delinquency rates begin to rise

while the economy is still in a boom (Figueroa and Leukhina, 2015). In addition, among loans

that default ex post, those originated in booms have lower realized recovery rates (Zhang,

2009).
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4. Bank lending standards predict future macroeconomic outcomes. Bassett et al. (2014) find

that tightening lending standards leads to a substantial decline in output and the borrowing

capacity of businesses and households.

5. Longer economic booms are followed by slower recoveries. I show this pattern holds across

different countries, as well as across different industries in the U.S.18

Finally, one prediction of this model is loan applicants have longer waiting times in economic

downturns than in upturns, and waiting time is particularly long when downturns follow long-term

and large economic booms. I am not aware of any empirical research that has studied the variations

of borrower’s waiting time over the business cycle. This topic can be explored in the future once

we have better data to measure waiting times during loan applications.

5.2 Model Robustness and Extensions

In this subsection, I discuss the model’s robustness and introduce one extension. In 5.2.1,

I introduce an alternative model in which borrowers differ in the probability of their project

succeeding and producing cash flows. Compared to the benchmark model in section 2, the model

in 5.2.1 is more conventional. Although I show all results continue to hold qualitatively, I am unable

to obtain the closed-form solutions. In 5.2.2, I introduce the issue of bank capital in a reduced-

form manner and show that policies that aim to recapitalize the banking sector may actually delay

investment recoveries.

5.2.1 An Alternative Model

In the baseline model, I assume high-quality borrowers differ from low-quality ones in that the

latter will be hit by a liquidity shock l after the initial investment I is made but before the output

Rt is produced. This assumption is made for tractability: the pooling offer that enables banks to

break-even is linear in µt , the average quality of the borrower pool. In this section, I model the

difference in borrowers in a mode conventional approach and show all results carry through.

18The detailed analysis is available in Hu (2017).
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I continue to assume that (1) borrowers are wealthless, (2) they each own a project that requires a

fixed investment amount I, and (3) the project matures instantaneously upon investment, producing

Rt in success and nothing in failure. However, low types’ projects no longer need the additional

liquidity l. Instead, high and low types differ in the probability of success, θ ∈
{
θh, θl

}
with

θh > θl . The project produces Rt if it succeeds. If the project fails, it produces nothing. The

high-(low-)type entrepreneur’s project still has positive (negative) NPV:

θhRt > I > θl Rt, t ∈ {g, b} .

Because outcomes are binary (Rt and 0) and borrowers have limited liability, equilibrium

contracts are always optimal and without loss of generality, they can be implemented via debt.

Moreover, the face value of the pooling offer that enables banks to break even (if all borrowers

accept) is

Fp (µt) =
I

µtθh + (1 − µt) θl . (16)

As in the benchmark model, Fp (µt) decreases with µt . However, the model no longer has closed-

form solutions, because µt shows up in the denominator term. I impose parametric assumptions

similar to Assumption 1 so that in state g, high types accept pooling offers Fp (µt) immediately.

Therefore, banks will issue pooling offers without screening, and low types accept the offers as

well. The value functions in state g are:

V h
g = θh

(
Rg −

I
µtθh + (1 − µt) θl

)
(17)

V l
g = θl

(
Rg −

I
µtθh + (1 − µt) θl

)
. (18)

In state b, a waiting region
[
µE
g , µ

IC
b

)
continue to exist. The value functions from waiting are

characterized by the following HJB equations:

(
ρ + βs∗ + χg

)
W h

b =
(
W h

b

) ′
η

(
1 −

µ

q̄

)
+ βs∗θh

(
Rb −

I
θh

)
+ χgV h

g (19)(
ρ + χg

)
W l

b =
(
W h

b

) ′
η

(
1 −

µ

q̄

)
+ χgV l

g . (20)
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Each term within the equations above can be similarly interpreted as equations (12) and (13). With

value matching and smooth pasting conditions, I am able to solve the waiting boundary µIC
b .

The rest of the model is solved numerically. In particular, I verify the existence of a waiting and

and pooling region in state b when screening is fixed at s∗. Moreover, I show (numerically) that

with endogenous screening, non-monotonic lending and investment also exist. Detailed results are

in Appendix A.5.

5.2.2 Bank Capital

In the baseline model, banks are assumed to be completely healthy: they are never constrained

by their capital abundance. Therefore, they are able to issue as many credit offers as they want.

During the Great Recession, however, many banks were capital constrained, and indeed, policies

were designed to recapitalize them. In this section, I introduce bank capital and evaluate the effects

of bank recapitalization policies.

The standard bank-lending channel (Holmstrom and Tirole, 1997) predicts credit quantity is

constrained when banks have insufficient capital. I capture this effect in a simple, reduced-form

manner. In particular, suppose in state b that the rate at which banks may issue pooling offers to

each borrower is capped at λ, where λ is a rough proxy for the capital abundance of banks. The

benchmark model refers to the case that λ → ∞. By contrast, the maximum rate at which banks

may issue pooling offers is not capped in state g. I keep the assumption that banks make a constant

screening choice s∗. The analysis in state g is unchanged. In state b, the equilibrium is again

characterized by a threshold µ∗b (λ),19 as shown in Proposition 4.

Proposition 4. When Rt = Rb, a unique threshold µ∗b (λ) exists.

1. The equilibrium is characterized by a waiting and a pooling region. Borrowers wait if and

only if µt ≤ µ
∗
b (λ).

2. µ∗b (λ) increases strictly with λ.

Proof. See Appendix A.4, including the closed-form expression for µ∗b. �

19With a slight abuse of notation, µ∗
b
(λ) denotes the cutoff for a given λ.
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Suppose banks in the economy initially have insufficient capital (low λ). A relevant question

then is how recapitalization policies–modeled as an increase in λ–affect the recovery process.

Conventional wisdom says recovery is accelerated because banks are allowed to issue more credit.

Indeed, this assertion is true when banks are highly undercapitalized, say, λ = 0. However,

Proposition 4 implies a countervailing force. In particular, if high types expect such an increase in

λ, they prefer to wait a big longer (µ∗b (λ) gets higher), thus postponing the recovery. In this case,

policies designed to inject capital into the banking sector suffer from the renowned Lucas critique,

and the optimal policy needs to balance the relative magnitudes of both effects.

6 Conclusion

How do banks change their lending standards when they can dynamically screen loan applicants

and when they expect the pool of applicants to evolve endogenously? What are the implications

for the macroeconomy and, in particular, investment fluctuations? Why have some recoveries been

slow and others fast, while many others have been accompanied by double dips?

This paper makes an attempt to answer the above questions by constructing a model with

borrowers who possess private information and banks that can dynamically produce this private

information. My paper highlights a channel through which credit standards and fluctuations in

borrower quality can affect access to finance. Through this channel, shocks to the aggregate state

(e.g. TFP for example) can have persistent effects.

The results and mechanisms in my paper can be interpreted more broadly. For instance,

recoveries can be from industry-wide distresses, economy-side recessions, and even financial crises.

Borrowers without well-established credit history, such as startups and young businesses, are the

best real-world examples for entrepreneurs in my model. These firms were hit harder than larger

businesses during the most recent crisis, and have been slower to recover (Mills and McCarthy,

2014). Because these firms account for 50% of gross job creation in the United States (Decker et al.,

2014; Haltiwanger et al., 2013), their weak performance directly contributes to the slow recovery.

Moreover, a majority of these firms have been unable to secure any credit. Banks, which are the

most important source of financing (Robb and Robinson, 2012), have been reluctant to extend
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loans.20 Banks in my model can be broadly interpreted as any financial institution that is capable of

producing information on borrowers andmaking loans. They can be commercial banks, community

banks, venture capitalists, as well as nonbank financial institutions such as credit unions. When

banks do not screen, they can also be interpreted as the financial market.

This paper has focused on entrepreneurs who have no well-established credit history with banks.

An interesting extension is to allow for relationship borrowing/lending and to examine the dynamic

implications on investment fluctuations.

20Joint Small BusinessCredit Survey, 2014: https://www.newyorkfed.org/smallbusiness/joint-small-business-credit-
survey-2014.html
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Appendix

A Derivations and Proofs

A.1 Proof for Proposition 1

All conditions in the equilibrium definition 1 is easily verified except for borrower optimality.

I now verify it is indeed optimal for high type borrowers to accept an immediate pooling offer

everywhere. In other words, it is suboptimal to wait at any µ ∈
[
µE
g , µ

E
b

]
, given that dµt =

η
(
1 − µ

¯
q

)
dt < 0.

First, condition (10) guarantees that high types never want to wait when µt = µ
E
g .

Second, suppose that high types find it worthwhile to wait at some µt . The HJB equation that

characterizes the waiting value is:

(ρ + βs∗ + χb)W h
g =

(
W h

g

) ′
η

(
1 −

µ

¯
q

)
+ βs∗

(
Rg − I

)
+ χbV h

b . (21)

Take derivative on both sides, it is easily verified that
(
W h

g

) ′′
< 0 for small enough χb. If high types

are indifferent between waiting and not at µ̃, then smooth pasting condition implies
(
W h

g

) ′
= l.

Since
(
W h

g

) ′′
< 0, W h

g falls below Rg − (1 − µt) l to the left of µ̃, contradicting that waiting is

optimal.

A.2 Extended Proposition 2

In this section, I present the full version of Proposition 2 and provide a proof.

Proposition 5. When Rt = Rb,

1. If χg
(
Rg − Rb

)
+βs∗ (Rb − I) ≤ (ρ + βs∗) c, there exists a unique µ∗b =

χg(Rg−Rb)+l(βs∗+η)+ρ(I+l−Rb)

l
(
ρ+βs∗+ η

q̄

) :

(a) For µt ∈

[
µE
g ,min

{
µ∗b, µ

E
b

} )
, high-type borrowers wait. Only high-type borrowers are

financed with screened offers. Investment is delayed. Recovery is slow.

(b) For µt ∈

(
min

{
µ∗b, µ

E
b

}
, µE

b

]
, all borrowers immediately accept pooling offers Fp (µt).

Investment is never delayed. Recovery is fast.
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2. If χg
(
Rg − Rb

)
+ βs∗ (Rb − I) > (ρ + βs∗) c

(a) For µt ∈

[
µE
g , µ

E
b

)
, high-type borrowers wait. Only high-type borrowers are financed

and with screened offers. Investment is delayed. Recovery is slow.

(b) For µt = µE
b , all borrowers immediately accept pooling offers Fp (µt). Pooling offers

are issued with a constant rate p∗ = ρc
[Rb−Fp(µ̄b)−c]

, where µ̄b =
χg(Rg−Rb)+lβs∗+ρ(I+l−Rb)

l(ρ+βs∗) .

Investment is delayed. Recovery is slow.

I discuss the two cases in Proposition 2. In fact, µ̄b equals µ∗b if η = 0. Indeed, µ̄b is the threshold

such that high-type borrowers are indifferent between waiting and accepting pooling offers, if they

know that the borrower pool will not improve anymore. If µ̄b ≤ µ
E
b , as in the first case, entry quality

is still as high as q̄ when µt reaches µ̄b. Thus, a pooling region
[
µ∗b, µ

E
b

]
exists. If µ̄b < µE

b < µ∗b,

the pooling region simply shrinks to a single point µE
b . The market quality stays at µE

b . Potential

borrowers with entry cost c are indifferent between entering or not and in equilibrium, a fraction
1−µE

b

µE
b

of them enter so that the quality stays constant. Pooling offers are made immediately p∗ = ∞

and are accepted by all borrowers.

If µ̄b > µE
b , as in the second case, the equilibrium gets more complicated. High-type borrowers

will never accept any pooling offer before µt reaches µ̄b. However, an immediate pooling offer

at Fp (µ̄b) will induce all borrowers to enter the market and thus deteriorate the pool. Thus, any

µ > µ̄b cannot be an equilibrium. Meanwhile, any µ < µ̄b cannot be an equilibrium either. High

types will never accept a pooling offer at face value Fp (µ) > Fp (µ̄b) and those potential borrowers

with cost c will not enter if they cannot receive any offer in state b (Condition (11)). Therefore,

the only equilibrium features pooling offers being made at Fp (µ̄b) with a delay. The market quality

stays at µ̄b, and pooling offers Fp (µ̄b) are made with intensity p∗ = ρc
[Rb−Fp(µ̄b)−c]

. As a result, the

continuation value V l
b equals entry cost c and high types are willing to accept the pooling offers.

Below I provide a simple proof to the first case. The second case can be analyzed similarly.

Proof. I show that it is indeed optimal for high types to stop waiting at µ∗b. Suppose the high types

stop waiting at any arbitrary µ̂. The value function at any µ from waiting is:

(Rb − I)+ (q̄ − µ)Const+
ρI + χg

(
Rg − l (1 − q̄)

)
− Rb

(
ρ + χg

)
ρ + χg + βs∗

−
χglq̄ (q̄ − µ)

η + q̄
(
ρ + χg

)
+ q̄βs∗

. (22)
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Thus, the boundary conditions
(
µ̂,Ψh

b (µ̂)
)
only matter for Const in the solution. It remains to

show that Const is maximized at µt = µ
∗
b.

For an arbitrary µ̂,

Const = (q̄ − µ̂)
q̄(ρ+χg+βs∗)

η

[
−l (1 − µ̂) −

ρI +
(
Rg − l (1 − q̄) − Rb

(
ρ + χg

) )
ρ + χg + βs∗

+
lq̄ (q̄ − µ̂) χg

η + q̄
(
ρ + χg

)
+ q̄βs∗

]
.

(23)

Straightforward math verifies that ∂Const
∂ µ̂ = 0. Moreover,

sgn
(
∂2Const
∂ µ̂2

) ���
µ̂=µ∗

b

= −sgn
(

lη
ρ [Rb − I − (1 − q̄) l] − χg

(
Rg − Rb

)
− βs∗ (1 − q̄) l

)
(24)

< 0. (25)

where the negative sign comes from the negative denominator, which is guaranteed by the assump-

tion that high types are reluctant to wait at µt = q̄:

(
ρ + βs∗ + χg

)
[Rb − I − (1 − q̄) l] > βs∗ (Rb − I) + χg

[
Rg − I − (1 − q̄) l

]
. (26)

�

A.3 Proof for Proposition 3

Since bank screening decisions are essentially static, their decisions are easily verified as optimal

by Assumption 2. It remains to show that the equilibrium strategies are optimal for high types.

Following the argument in Section A.2 and Assumption 1, the optimality in
[
µE
g , µ

0
b

]
,
[
µ0

b, µ
dd
b

]
,[

µs
b, µ
∗
b

]
and

[
µ∗b, µ

E
b

]
directly follows. It remains to verify the optimality when µ ∈

[
µdd

b , µ
s
b

]
. In

this region, the value of waiting is characterized by

(
ρ + χg

)
W h

b =
(
W h

b

) ′
η

(
1 −

µ

q̄

)
+ χgV h

g (27)

with boundary conditions
(
µs

b,W
h
b

(
µs

b

))
, where W h

b

(
µs

b

)
itself is computed as that in Section A.2.
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Differentiate both sides of Equation (27), it is show that

(
W h

b

) ′′
=

(
ρ + χg +

η
q̄

) (
W h

b

) ′
− χgl

η
(
1 − µ

q̄

) > 0. (28)

Given the optimality at µs
b, the convexity of W h

b on
[
µdd

b , µ
s
b

]
, and that µ0

b is the unique solution to

both value-matching and smooth-pasting conditions when st ≡ 0, it is verified that it is everywhere

optimal to wait when µ ∈
[
µdd

b , µ
s
b

]
.

A.4 Proof for Proposition 4

Take χg as 0 for simplicity. Everything (including the closed-form solution) goes through with

positive χg.

The analysis in state g is unchanged. In state b, there exists a threshold µ∗b (λ) such that high

types are willing to accept pooling offers if and only µ ≥ µ∗b (λ). The Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman

(HJB) equation in
[
¯
q, µ∗b (λ)

]
is unchanged:

(ρ + βs∗)W h
b =

(
W h

b

) ′
η

(
1 −

µ

q̄

)
+ βs∗ (Rb − I) . (29)

When banks are constrained, high types continuation value V h
b at boundary µ∗b (λ) is different. In

particular, it is characterized as:

(ρ + βs∗ + λ)V h
b =

(
V h

b

) ′
η

(
1 −

µ

q̄

)
+ βs∗ (Rb − I) + λΨh

b (µ) . (30)

Recall that Ψh
b (µ) = Rb − [I + (1 − µ) l] is the value from accepting an immediate pooling offer.

Finally, assume λ
ρ+λ+βs∗Ψ

h
b (q̄)+

βs∗

ρ+λ+βs∗ (Rb − I) < c so that high-cost candidates will not enter even

if µt = q̄. Solving Equation (30) from the right boundary
(
q̄, λ

ρ+λ+βs∗Ψ
h
b (q̄) +

βs∗

ρ+λ+βs∗ (Rb − I)
)
,

and solving Equation (29) with value-matching and smooth-pasting conditions, it is easily derived

that

µ∗b (λ) =
l
{
η (ρ + βs∗) + q

[
(s∗)2 β2 + ηλ + ρ (λ + ρ) + βs∗ (λ + 2ρ)

]}
− ρ (Rb − I) [η + q (βs∗ + λ + ρ)]

l (βs∗ + ρ + λ) [η + q (βs∗ + ρ)]
.

(31)
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It is easily verified that µ∗b (λ) strictly increases with λ.

A.5 Analysis of the Model in 5.2.1

Equations (19) and (20) are also first-order ordinary differential equations. Combine them with

value matching condition and smooth pasting conditions:

W h
b

(
µIC

b

)
= Ψh

b

(
µIC

b

)
= θh

(
Rb −

I
µtθh + (1 − µt) θl

)
(32)(

W h
b

) ′ ��
µ=µIC

b

=
(
Ψ

h
b

) ′ ��
µ=µIC

b

, (33)

I can solve for the value functions and the cutoff µIC
b . Figure 12 shows the value function in this

case.
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Figure 12 Value Functions in State b.

This figure shows high- and low-quality borrowers’ value functions when Rt = Rb . In both panels, the horizontal axes
represent µt–average borrower quality in the market. The blue curve depicts Wθ

b
, the continuation value if the type-θ

borrower wait. The red, dashed curve plots the continuation value from immediately accepting a pooling offer at face
value Fp (µ). µICb is the cutoff value above which a high-quality borrower is willing to take pooling offers. The
parameter values are I = 10, Rg = 45, Rb = 40, θh = 1, θl = 0.2, s∗ = 1.5, ρ = 0.5, χg = 10−4, χb = 10−4, η =

0.5, q̄ = 0.9,
¯
q = 0.1, c = 20.
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Finally, Figure 13 shows the value function with endogenous screening choices. As illustrated

in the figure, the five regions that correspond to Proposition 3 continue to exist.
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Figure 13 Value Functions in State b with Endogenous Screening.

This figure shows high- and low-quality borrowers’ value functions when Rt = Rb . In both panels, the horizontal axes
represent µt–average borrower quality in the market. The blue curve depicts Wθ

b
, the continuation value if the type-θ

borrower wait. The red, dashed curve plots the continuation value from immediately accepting a pooling offer at face
value Fp (µ). µICb is the cutoff value above which a high-quality borrower is willing to take pooling offers. The
parameter values are I = 10, Rg = 45, Rb = 40, θh = 1, θl = 0.2, s∗ = 1.5, ρ = 0.5, χg = 10−4, χb = 10−4, η =

0.5, q̄ = 0.9,
¯
q = 0.1, c = 20, kappa∗ = 20.
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